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�|� and the moderators �|� have final
decisions regarding deleted comments.
You can comment or ask for clarification
on the site rules at any time.
��nbsp;Stalking and flaming�??�no.
�?�nbsp;Keep this in mind: If someone
has violated our rules, there�??�s a
very good chance they have violated
your, too. ��*� Don't impersonate
others. Don�??�t mimic the comments
of others. Don�??�t try to confuse or
mislead any of the other moderators by
impersonating them or pretending to be
them. We�??re all adults here. [Deleted
comments] [Deleted comments] �*�
�*� �*� �*� �*� �*� �*�
�*� �*� �*� �*� �*� �*�
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movie you can now.The setting on the
bar in the back of the old days when the
bar was a more laid back place. It was a
different time. Unlike the modern day
where the music plays along with every
raised voice and every bad joke. Calls
made for the time are appreciated. We
are always recognized when someone

calls for the boomer, 9th ward, the new
york times….etc. I do not like the idea of
losing what makes our neighborhood/city

feel different. Watching the new york
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times article I can’t help but wonder if
they asked if they could be called another
name. And it wasn’t just the article that

caught my attention. The reporter
questioned the local business owners to

voice their opinion if they thought that it
was a “terrible idea.” They feel like it

will be a “scary/hard time” for them. And
why? If people want to drink, party,

watch sports and it be safe. I am not sure
what the problem is. They are allowed to
drink and party. So that’s why bars close
down? Not everyone has a problem with
that. If someone wants to get drunk, have

sex or get high. I hope we are not
becoming any more country club. I

personally have not noticed a decline in
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the downtown. If you are in need of a
ride, a cab is definitely the answer. I see
plenty of other people getting away in c
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